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ABSTRACT 
 
 In postharvest supply chain, although some optimization methods can be used to take quality attribute into 
account, but it is still complicated task to cope with uncertainties and obtain reasonable data to be applied in the 
model. In order to select appropriate postharvest handling action at different stages with respect to desired 
quality attribute, and expected selling price, an application of dynamics programming approach under fuzzy 
information was presented in this paper. Commencing estimation of possible price and cost using Fuzzy Delphi 
Method. Data obtained can be quantified as triangular membership function and those obtained data can be 
defuzzified though centre of area method (COA). Finally, dynamic programming was well applied using crisp 
data to select appropriate postharvest handling method with respect to quality state at handling stage in order to 
achieve the most plausible profit. 
 
Key word: Supply Chain Risk Management, Fuzzy Logic, Dynamic Programming, Optimization, Postharvest 
      technology, Food Quality Management   
 
Introduction 
 
 The supply chain of food products, as any other supply chain, is a network of organizations working 
together in different processes and activities in order to bring products and service to the market, with the 
purpose of satisfying customers’ demands (Christopher, 2005). Food supply chain management (FSCM) 
represents the management of entire set of agricultural production, transformation, distribution, and marketing 
activities by which a customer is supplied with desired products. The important factors including quality 
attribute, shelf life limitation, price fluctuation and weather related variability differentiate food supply chain 
and also make complex and harder to manage than the other supply chain, (Salin, 1998). Consumption of fresh 
produce has been attributed both to population growth, and market changes. These changes in demand and 
distribution patterns are expected to continue or even accelerate in the near future (FAO, 2006). The importance 
of FSCM requires a very careful planning of the harvesting, postharvest handling, transformation, transportation 
and inventory decisions to reduce the deterioration of the products and preserve their value. There are several 
uncertainties in supply chain decision-making situations that results in the establishment of several non-value 
adding activities that reduce profitability (Van der Vost and Beulens, 2002). The quality attribute like freshness, 
flavour, taste, nutrition, safety and traceability which depends on nature of product and awareness of customers 
must be consider in quality management since disorder quality attributes will immediately affect to selling price. 
Disorder can be occurred by disease epidemics and improper operations in pre-harvest treatments, harvesting 
methods, postharvest treatment, and handling methods at several stages. An important feature of agricultural 
commodities is product quality attributes such as the ripeness of banana, defect of banana which it is accelerate 
and irreversible.  
 In order to deliver the fresh product to a destination with the highest possible quality, postharvest handling 
is very important to be considered and take into account in supply chain model since quality attribute is always 
influenced by postharvest treatment and any partner in agro-industrial supply chain cannot avoid risk from this 
nature. Although several innovative postharvest technologies are developed in the field of food science and 
technology to get better quality attribute, application of postharvest technologies may improve quality products 
with higher cost. And these may come up with higher make up selling price, but finally, those products may not 
be marketable with acceptable price by customers. Application of innovative technology without economic 
perspective consideration, actors may face with risk in less profit due to high quality and high price but less 
demand. Apart from quality expectation, changes in consumer incomes, the strength of the economy, 
government trade and energy policies and exchange rates all affect demand for commodities and, by extension, 
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commodity prices. Selection of postharvest handling routes in supply chain is challenge task of actors as 
decision makers under competitive market conditions. 
 From last few decades, several linear programming techniques applied in postharvest supp chain. Maia et 
al. (1997) studied capital investment of postharvest technology comparing with capacity by using mixed integer 
linear programming (MILP). The model was proposed for selection of technology rout for   fruit and vegetable 
crops between harvest and market to optimize capital investment in food preservation facilities under 
uncertainties based on alternative route and a set of crop and market scenarios.  Gigler et al. (2002) proposed 
dynamic programming (DP) for optimization of agro-food chain. The model deals with the appearance and 
quality of products. A product can be characterized by two types of states, namely, appearance and quality state. 
Appearance states are influenced by handling actions, wrapping, cutting, and labelling. Quality states are 
influenced by processing (cooling, drying), transportation and storage actions. From the study, chain 
optimization refers to the construction of optimal routes defining which actors in the chain should perform 
action at minimum integral cost. Model describes quality development of a product as function of the process 
conditions, which can be included into the DP approach. Van der Vorst et al. (2008) proposed a new integrated 
approach towards logistics, sustainability and food quality analysis, and implement the approach. They 
introduced a new simulation environment, ALADINTM which it embeds food quality change models and 
sustainability indicators in discrete event simulation models.   
 For supply chain under uncertainty and imperfect information problem, numerous authors studied by using 
fuzzy logic system in supply chain and quality management (Bottani  and Rizzi, 2005;  Carrera and Mayorga, 
2008; Change et al, 2006, Chen and Liou, 2006). Kupongsak and Tan (2006) applied fuzzy set and neural 
network techniques in determining food process control set points. Fuzzy set techniques were used to describe 
the intrinsic fuzzy characteristics of sensory responses in developing cake product, and neural networks were 
employed to determine process control set points for given sensory quality targets. Lee and Wen (1997) 
proposed fuzzy goal programming to assist water quality management involving multiple conflicting goals. Tsai 
and Hung (2008) proposed a fuzzy goal programming approach that integrates activity-based costing and 
performance evaluation in a value-chain structure for optimal green supply chain supplier selection and flow 
allocation. This approach is suitable for such a decision model which includes flexible goals, financial and non-
financial measures, quantitative and qualitative methods, multi-layer structure, multiple criteria, multiple 
objectives, and multiple strategies. Torabi and Hassini (2008) applied fuzzy theory and mixed integer linear 
programming for integrating procurement, production and distribution planning considering various conflicting 
objectives simultaneously as well as the imprecise nature. Chen and Chang (2009) applied fuzzy set theory to 
new mathematical approach to deriving the membership function of the fuzzy minimum total cost of the multi-
product, multi-echelon, and multi period supply chain model with fuzzy parameters. Liang (2007) proposed 
fuzzy goal programming approach to simultaneously minimize the total distribution and production costs, the 
total number of rejected items, and the total delivery time with reference to available capacity, labour level and 
quota flexibility constraints at each source, as well as forecasting demand and warehouse space at each 
destination. Recently Tipmontian et al (2012) applied the integration of Fuzzy Delphi Method(FDM) and 
Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP) for selection of the most appropriate alternative for postharvest technology. 
FDM was used to quantify those fuzzy to crisp value before evaluating through AHP. The approach was done 
well for selecting future postharvest technology. 
 
Banana Supply Chain : A Case Study: 
 
 Banana is one of the most important crops in the world, and the major fruit crops grown in India. In respect 
of area it ranks second only to mango in the country. India is the largest producer and consumer of banana in the 
world with estimated production of 23.2 million tones of bananas annually. India’s domestic production alone 
exceeds the entire world trade. Banana production in India shares 36.5 % under major fruits in India and trend 
increases every year. It contributes more than 2.8 per cent to GDP of agriculture in India (National Horticulture 
Board, 2009). Banana supply environment in the South of India shows in the figure 1. Supply chain of a banana 
consists of following actors. There are farmers (harvest), brokers (collection), commission agents (postharvest 
treatment), wholesalers (storage), distributors (transportation) and retailers (storage). 
 

 
 
Fig.  1: Partners of banana supply chains in Tamil Nadu, India. 
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 A commission agent is a major decision maker involving in fruit and vegetable supply chain in Tamil Nadu, 
India and setting of wholesale price for fresh fruit in South India market is not involved through auction 
mechanism. At stage of fruiting, (around 90 days before harvesting), brokers, who are accessible to concerned 
information about availability of production quantity and time to harvest, will deal with farmers in local 
production area regarding price at farm gate. Then at harvest season, the brokers will follow up to harvest, 
collect and supply banana to commission agents. Commission agents will apply postharvest treatments with 
respect to desired markets. After receiving fruit from commission agents, actors at whole sale markets will store 
products in warehouse. Then distributors, who might be a business unit of retail enterprise, will deliver product 
to retail stores. Any partner in supply chain is required to control operation conditions during handling and 
transportation to achieve acceptable quality state with various quality attribute. From fresh banana chain in the 
South of India environment, several factors (price, demand, quality acceptable level, etc) are uncertainties; 
partners in chains are working with vague information. A promising attempt with dynamic programming models 
can be more realistic by relaxation of goals, states, and their transitions. Application of dynamic programming 
some time cannot be applicable in this context. From optimization of agri chains proposed by  Gigler et al. 
(2002), we extended dynamic programming with two quality attributes and fuzzy information.The objective of 
this work is to deal with uncertainty in price, quality attribute, and operation cost of postharvest technological 
action for accepting the most reasonable risk in  quality loss and achieving most plausible profit. 
 
Methodology for Optimal Routing: 
 
 As shown in figure. 1, a partner in particular stage throughout the chain can perform one or more actions 
(table 2) of handling, processing, transportation and storage in order to control quality state. In this section we 
would like present the DP approach applied to the banana case study presented in the previous section.  
Associated terminology is presented below:  
 
Notations used: 
 

   :Quality state of color development attribute, determined by handling or operation  
   conditions and throughput time 

   :Quality state of defect attribute, determined by handling or operation conditions and  
   throughput time 

   : Decision with respect to handling or operation which affect colour development at state  
   : Decision with respect to handling or operation which affect defect development state   

  : The product state at each of stage k ( ,  is the initial state and  is the 
final     state 

    :A group of possible decisions with respect to alternative a  of  
    handling or operation from stage k-1 to stage k which affect to color development 
state     and defect development state . 

  : possible price from action  for product from stage k-1 to stage k  
  : possible cost  from action  for product from stage k-1 to stage k  

 : for decision  , transformation  is the change from quality state  to quality 
sate     . The effect of action  on the quality state , leading to a new 
quality state .     This process of a decision leading to a new quality state is repeated 
until the target state     is reached with maximum profit. 
 

(       (1)  

 
 Function  provides possible profit occurred of the optimal route from state  at stage  to the end of 
the chain. For all possible decisions, the resulting state  and corresponding  value is determined to 
price of product and cost of operation of decision . Then, the maximum profits is calculated for all possible 
decisions. Recursively, the function  is calculated until the initial state  is reached. The 
underlying profits for the transfer from one state to another are summed. Finally, when the initial state is 
reached, the maximum profits of the supply chain are known, and the consecutive routes of postharvest supply 
chain are obtained. 
 From above approaches state variables are taken basically as point valued (crisp) measures of conditions 
that exist at the beginning of any phase of the solution. Above decision variables are also referred as control 
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variables in which these variables directly specify to obtain an optimal solution at each stage in order to achieve 
maximum profit. The banana supply chain can be optimized in such a way that the banana reaches the retailers 
with its target ripeness, acceptable defect content, and minimize risk in quality loss. Practically uncertainties in 
both state values and decision variables render them fuzzy information in nature of fresh fruit supply chain, it is 
hard to obtain reliable data and choose crisp mean value for DP approach.  
 We now consider in two quality attributes: ripeness and defect. For ripeness attribute, there are seven 
ripeness states classified by colour development as shown in table 1 (1: dark green, 2: light green, 3: more green 
than yellow, 4: more yellow than green, 5: yellow with green tips, 6: all yellow firm fruit, and 7: yellow with 
spots). We assume that the quality state of banana at stage  is represented with value with in rang [1, 7]. The 
initial state which is banana is dark green  . The target state is a ripe banana at the retailer according to 
the customer’s preference which is assumed to be . The final state should not be below 6 because, fruit 
will be stored for too long time before customer purchase and then additional storage cost for retailer is needed, 
while the final quality state should not over   because , fruit will be store for too short time before customer 
purchase which some time banana can be reached at over ripen quality state before the product is sold. The 
quality (ripeness) state of banana during handling in supply chain shows in table 1. 
 
Table 1: Quality (ripeness) state of banana during handling in chain. 

Quality 
State 

Picture Description 

1  Colour is dark green. This shows bananas after harvesting. 

2  Colour is light green. The maturing process has begun however there is still some time before they are ready 
to eat. 

3  Colour is more yellow than green. The ripening has begun in earnest and the fruit is now increasing its 
natural sugar content. The flesh is changing from the chalky hardness of under ripe fruit. 

4  Colour is yellow with green hint that familiar creamy texture is developing now, and as the natural sugar 
content raises. The fruit is getting ready for eating. 

5  Colour is all yellow with green tip on crown. The ripening has begun in earnest and the fruit is now 
increasing its natural sugar content. The flesh is changing from the chalky hardness of under ripe fruit. 

6  Colour is all yellow. This is ready to eat The fruit is sweet and creamy . 

7  Colour is yellow with brown “sugar spots” At the peak of freshness now, and delicious to eat. The fruit is 
also starting to soften as it ages heading towards its top sugar content. 

 
 The decision variables are control variables that determine actions to transfer products from stage k-1 to the 
stage k . All possible actions(decision variables) show in table 2. 
 
Table 2: Action (decision) alternatives  from stages k-1 to stage k with alternative decision  . 

Stage Decision Action at Stage k-1 to achieve next sate at stage k 
0 

 
Fruit bunch will be cut with de-handing. 

1 
 

Fruit will be carried by truck, and kept in natural air. 

 
Fruit will be arranged in basket, carried by truck, and kept in  cold storage. 

2 
 

Fruit will be cleaned, and stored in natural air (no ripe aging). 

 
Fruit will be cleaned, ripen aged , and stored in natural air storage. 

 
Fruit will be cleaned, and ripen aged, and stored in controlled air storage. 

3 
 

Fruit will be stored in natural air . 

 
Fruit will be stored in controlled air storage. 

4 
 

Fruit will be carried by small truck without air control. 

 
Fruit will be delivered by small truck with air control. 
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 At second quality attribute, defect of banana with respect to preference for product appearance, we can 
classify by using 9-point hedonic scale rating test or acceptability test through sensory evaluation technique in 
which this evaluation method is broad application in food science research as shown in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Hedonic Scale for consumer acceptance testing. 

Scale Semantic Scaled Description 
1 Dislike extremely Defect is found equal or more than 40 % of whole fruit skin area per a hand of banana. 
2 Dislike Very much Defect is found equal or more than 30 % but less than 40%  of whole fruit skin area per a 

hand of banana. 
3 Dislike Moderately Defect is found equal or more than 20 % but less than 30%  of whole fruit skin area per a 

hand of banana. 
4 Dislike Slightly Defect is found equal or more than 10 % but less than 20% of whole fruit skin area per a 

hand of banana. 
5 Neither like nor dislike Defect is found equal or more than 5% but less than 10% of total surface per a hand of 

banana. 
6 Like Slightly Defect is found equal or more than 3% but less than 5% of whole fruit skin area per a 

hand of banana. 
7 Like Moderately Defect is found equal or more than 2 % but less than 3% of whole fruit skin area per a 

hand of banana. 
8 Like very much Defect is found equal or more than 1 % but less than 2% of whole fruit skin area per a 

hand of banana. 
9 Like extremely Appearance is perfect, no defect 

  
 From table 3, we assume that the defect development attribute state  is represented with value in rang [9, 
1]. The initial state is 9 , while the target defect development state at the retailer according to the 
customer’s acceptance should not be less than 5  . As classical economic model, supply and demand 
has by far the impact on price. However, practically, in agricultural fresh commodity, several risk factors must 
be accommodated for the model and such complicated model is rarely applicable in the real work. The value of 
the input factors to predict price is not normally known with certainty. Moreover, the relationship between the 
values of the input factors and the magnitude of risks, affecting to price decline, cannot be easily defined. To 
obtain price and cost at each stage in this paper, we adopted fuzzy Delphi technique. For example, each expert 
may give his/her best estimate on the amount of input factor based on his/her experience as a triangular fuzzy 
number. For this purpose, the experts are asked to provide three estimates of a specific value by determining the 
minimum, the most plausible, and the maximum estimate. The estimates are presented in the form of triangular 
fuzzy numbers:  
 

)           (2) 
 
 Where A is triangular fuzzy number; a, b and c is first, second, and third elements of fuzzy number 
respectively which i = 1, 2, .., nth expert. In triangular fuzzy number the expert believes that the estimate of the 
item has a ‘most likely’ or ‘most plausible’ point that is between a maximum and a minimum boundary. In this 
paper 15 experts were selected. In Delphi technique highly qualified experts must be interviewed to give their 
opinions regarding specific issues. The minimum number of experts required in Delphi technique has been 
reported as 12 persons (Kaufmann and Gupta, 1988). As per FDM, price and cost data at each stage for all 
possible decisions and both quality states of colour and defect for a case study of banana supply chain obtained 
in table 4. 
 
Table 4: Possible actions and possible states with triangular fuzzy number (TFN). 

Stage (k) 
   (Color 

Development 
State) 

   (Defect 
Development State) 
 

Price 
Rs/Kg 

Cost 
Rs/Kg 

  a b c a b c a b c a b c 
1 

 
1 1 3 8 9 9 8.0 10.0 12.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 

 
 

1 1 3 7 8 9 9.0 11.0 12.0 8.2 10.5 12.5 

 
1 1 3 8 8 9 10.0 11.0 12.0 8.5 11.7 13.0 

2 
 

2 3 5 6 7 8 10.0 13.0 16.0 8.5 12.0 15.0 

 
3 4 5 6 6 7 12.0 14.0 16.0 9.0 12.0 15.0 

 
4 5 5 7 8 8 14.0 15.0 16.0 11.0 12.0 15.0 

3 
 

4 5 7 5 6 8 13.0 15.0 17.0 10.0 14.5 16.5 

 
4 5 6 6 7 8 15.0 15.5 17.0 14.5 15.5 17.0 

4 
 

4 6 7 4 6 8 15.0 17.0 18.0 13.2 16.0 17.5 

 
4 5 6 5 7 8 17.0 17.5 18.0 15.4 16.5 17.5 
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 From table 4, a is defined as a possible minimum value. while c is defined as possible maximum value. And 
finally b is  defined as most plausible value. Defuzzification refers to the way a crisp value is extracted from 
fuzzy set into a crisp value. The Centre of Area (COA) method is utilized for defuzzification in this paper.  
 

             (3) 

 
 Triangular fuzzy numbers from table 4 were defuzzified with equation (3) using MATLAB software. For 
example, cost occurred from desired action, handling and operation is operated from stage 3 to stage 4 through 
route . The defuzzification  from TFN to crisp is shown as below.  
 
MATLAB code: 
 
x = 0:0.1:20; 
mf = trimf(x,[8.5  12.0 15.0]); 
cost = defuzz(x,mf,'centroid') 
 
 TFN obtained through FDM from table 4 were applied as the same manner. And the results of crisp value 
obtained through COA method show in table 5. 
 
Table 5: Possible actions and possible states with defuzzified value. 

Stage (k) 
   (Color 

Development 
State) 

   (Defect 
Development State) 

Price 
Rs/Kg 

Cost 
Rs/Kg 

Profit 

0 
 

1.63 8.70 10.00 6.00 4.00 

1 
 

1.63 8.00 10.67 10.40 0.27 

 
1.63 8.30 11.00 11.07 -0.07 

2 
 

3.33 7.00 13.00 11.83 1.17 

 
4.00 6.30 14.00 12.00 2.00 

 
4.70 7.70 15.00 12.66 2.34 

3 
 

5.33 6.33 15.00 13.67 1.33 

 
5.00 7.00 15.83 15.67 0.16 

4 
 

5.60 6.00 16.67 15.87 0.80 

 
5.00 6.67 17.50 16.47 1.03 

 
Numerical Illustration: 
 
 We note that facilities of handling and operation during transportation and storage can support for banana 
with 100,000 tons approximately. Ripeness and defect level to be reached at the final stage is 6 and 7 
respectively. So we calculate profit and quality attribute level as the numerical illustration. The result shows in 
table 6  
 
Table 6: Numerical illustration for dynamic programming solution. 

Stage 
k 

Decision (Rupees/kg)  (Rupees/kg)   

4 
  

0.80 5.60 6.00 

  
1.03* 5.00 6.67 

3 
  

2.36* 5.33 6.33 

  
2.19 5.00 7.00 

2 
  

3.53 3.33 7.00 

  
4.36 4.00 6.30 

  
5.70* 4.70 7.70 

1 
  

5.97* 1.63 8.00 

  
5.63 1.63 8.30 

0 
  

9.97* 1.63 8.70 
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 So the optimal solution can be calculated through equation (1), yk=(action)=(profit, colour state, defect 
state), as below. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 From above alternative action, we can consider maximum profit and most  preference quality state for . 
For actions of harvest, fruit bunch should be cut with de-handing ( . Followed by actions of collection, fruit 

should be carried by truck, and kept in natural air ( . Then during collection from brokers to commission 
agents, product should be carried by truck, and kept in natural air. For postharvest treatment before reaching 
wholesaler, fruit should be cleaned, and ripen aged, and stored in controlled air storage (  . Actions between 
wholesalers and distributors, fruit should be stored in natural air ( . Finally for actions from distributors to 
relaters, fruit should be delivered by small truck with air control ( . From this proposed optimal route, 
decision ( . gives higher quality state but operation cost is also higher in which increasing rate for handling 
cost is higher than increasing rate for expected selling price. So this action is not selected.  
 From this approach, fuzzy data were defuzzified to crisp mean value. Then those crisp means were applied 
to DP. Not only profit criterion, but also acceptable quality attribute level was taken into account to find most 
plausible profit. When alternative actions were considered in profit, acceptable and preferable quality attribute 
states  are also evaluated. However from this situation, by using only defuzzified value to analyze may 
not reflect the tolerance between mean value and upper or lower limit which fuzzy goal programming approach 
may be considered to deal in this context for further study.  
 
Conclusion: 
 
 Integrating quality issues into supply chain management is vital issue and become a challenge effort for 
enhancing performance of postharvest supply chain. DP can be used to take quality attributes like ripeness and 
defect which affected by postharvest handling method into account, from this paper we found that fuzzy data 
can be quantified as input data for DP. Profit and quality attributes from postharvest handling method scenarios 
are well quantified . The application of FDM and DP is very useful and more flexible to deal with uncertainties 
in order to reach desire quality state at particular stage in supply chain.  
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